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Abstract
Decades of research across several disciplines have produced substantial evidence that labor unions, on balance, reduce economic disparities. But unions are complicated, multifaceted organizations straddling markets and politics. Much of their equality-promoting influence occurs through their ability to reduce class-based inequity in politics and public policy. Declining unionization across much of the developed world is eroding workers’ bargaining power. Reduced economic leverage puts pressure on union solidarity and weakens labor-based political movements. Important research design problems and significant heterogeneity across unions, regions, countries, and time imply a continued need for more work.
INTRODUCTION

“What do unions do?” was the question Freeman & Medoff (1984) posed in their landmark study. Their answer was that labor unions compress disparities. Exactly what disparities shrink, by how much and for whom, and at what cost and to whom have been the questions motivating the literature ever since. Increasing income inequality coincided with the erosion of union militancy and membership across the developed world, animating efforts to update Freeman & Medoff’s conclusions (Rosenfeld 2014, Bennett & Kaufman 2007) and develop new research designs for better determining whether and how labor unions are causal agents.

In this review, I concentrate on what we know about the channels linking the declining fortunes of labor unions and growing economic disparities. Three important findings emerge. First, as the earliest union organizers knew, unions’ roles in politics are at least as important as their industrial activities. Second, new data and longer time series indicate that past relationships between unionism and the income distribution have weakened in the last 15–20 years. Third, the effects of unionism as well as the depth of union decline are profoundly conditioned by political institutions, which are themselves the result of past historical struggle and circumstance. This further challenges our ability to disentangle cause from effect, and we have yet to invent any durable organizational alternatives capable of mobilizing working-class citizens around economic concerns on the job, in the voting booth, and, sometimes, in the streets.

I begin with the large, interdisciplinary literature that attempts to estimate the effects of unions’ activities on predistribution—the pretax distribution of market incomes. Among rich democracies, there is robust evidence that unionization is associated with a more compressed wage distribution as well as reduced top income shares. Historically, the costs of compression in terms of unemployment or inflation depended on the organizational structure of the labor movement and the institutions governing wage bargaining and monetary policy. But changing technology and employment imperatives appear to be generating bifurcated insider/outsider labor markets in both weakly and strongly unionized economies.

In rich democracies, unionization also correlates with greater redistribution of both income and economic risk, demonstrating that unions can be political actors. To the extent that unions tend to mobilize citizens who are further down the income distribution and less engaged in politics, unions can have equalizing effects on citizen engagement and, perhaps, the content of public policy. But there remain gaps, both theoretical and empirical, that prevent us from confidently asserting causality or bridging micro–macro gaps.

A lesson of this review is that unions are heterogeneous and evolving organizations (Marks 1989). Some are organized around workers sharing a common set of skills whereas others endeavor to organize all workers in a firm or industry into a single body. Unions in the public sector face a very different organizing and bargaining environment from those in the private sector. Internal union governance also varies; many are participatory mini-democracies, but some have been authoritarian hierarchies. Some unions maintain decentralized local organization while others operate at a removed level. Even within the same country and industry, unions’ scope of action varies. Some have have long traditions of social movement–style activism in several domains while others hew closer to the stereotype of narrowly “economistic” interest groups. In some countries, unions have deep organizational ties to specific political parties, whereas in others, the union–party relationship is transactional and contingent. In some developing countries, nominal labor unions are more cogs in partisan, clientelist machines—or even tools of labor control and repression—than effective representatives of workers’ economic interests. This variation makes unions fascinating organizations for social scientists, but it also implies that macro-level variables, though clearly important, can obscure differences operating at the local, industrial, sectoral, or
regional levels. Newer research indicates that these differences can matter, especially for unions' involvement in politics.

**Unions and Their Differences**

In a prototypical labor union, individuals independently come together in a formal organization to advocate for their interests as people who sell their labor for a wage. Unions generally represent shop-floor production workers rather than managers or professionals, but this need not be the case. Unions are notoriously difficult to describe in terms of a single overarching objective because they must balance competing demands with uncertain trade-offs. Unions, like other organizations, can suffer agency problems between leaders and members. Nevertheless, scholars often proceed under the assumption that unions are broadly comparable across industries, countries, and time periods.

Unions in the public sector can be more controversial. In the public sector there is no profit to divide between workers and capital owners, nor are there direct competitive forces to restrain costs. Some argue that public sector union members, to the extent they mobilize members in elections, effectively select those with whom they will later have to bargain (Moe 2011). Public officials may therefore be less likely to resist union demands, making public sector organizing an attractive target as private sector unions become increasingly difficult to sustain. Public sector unions now make up large chunks of the labor movement in several countries, most notably the United States (Freeman 1988, Garrett & Way 1999). But it is not always obvious where to draw the line between public and private sector workers. Are workers in the state-owned airline or oil company private sector workers? Such questions have not been completely resolved; data and research on public sector unionism across countries remain limited.

The public/private distinction is even murkier for unions outside rich democracies. In such settings, especially authoritarian ones, the notion of independent unionism breaks down. In many Latin American countries, unions were historically part of an inclusionary corporatist structure underpinning import substitution development strategies. Union membership was compulsory, and governments appointed union leaders (Collier & Collier 1991). Developing Asia pursued a more exclusionary form of state-sanctioned unionism. In the former communist world, unions were state-sponsored, union leaders were Communist Party members, and union membership was nominally very high. Many of these so-called legacy unions have proven to be remarkably durable but, in some places, formerly government-controlled unions have succeeded in developing independent identities (Caraway 2012, Caraway et al. 2015). In others, workers’ organizations emerged parallel to pre-existing unions. We should be especially cautious when comparing union membership data in the developing world.

**Inequality of What and for Whom?**

This review emphasizes inequality in access to economic and political resources. On the economic side, existing scholarship typically considers wages and incomes rather than wealth, expenditures, or consumption. Most work on inequality as it relates to labor unions deals with differences across wage earners and households, but I briefly touch on work examining unionization’s consequences for between-group inequality, especially the gender wage gap and differences by race and national origin.

In any discussion of inequality—especially across countries—data availability, comparability, and quality are serious issues. To study inequality and unions we need high-quality data on wages and incomes at the worker or household levels, as well as matched information on union
membership. Ideally these data are available longitudinally and linked to both individuals and firms. Such data are hard to assemble, even among rich democracies. They are largely absent in the developing world. The fact that union membership means something quite different in Poland and the Philippines compounds problems. For all these reasons, the literature reviewed here has a strong bias toward rich democracies, especially the United States.

When looking at political or representational inequality, we find less consensus about appropriate measurement strategies. I highlight some of the recent work from American politics that attempts to link public opinion within different income groups to the voting behavior of legislators. But most work on unions in politics starts with the (defensible) assumption that political participation is positively correlated with income and socioeconomic status (SES). Any increase in the participation of the relatively poor or lower status therefore reduces political inequality, however defined.

UNIONS AND ECONOMIC INEQUALITY

Predistribution

Unions and the wage distribution in advanced countries. Unions aim to standardize, and ideally increase, wage rates across workers. Unionization can therefore be expected to reduce wage inequality among unionized workers while increasing wage disparities between the unionized and nonunionized (the union wage premium). But unionism’s effects on wages may spill over into the nonunion sector through several channels. Employers may raise wages to near-union levels to compete for labor or prevent unionization (the union threat effect); public policy may, to differing degrees, extend union wage agreements to workers who are not members (union coverage effects); union bargaining may restrain wages for managers and executives; and unions’ political activities may result in higher minimum wages, shorter work weeks, and norms of economic fairness (Western & Rosenfeld 2011).

Union wage premium. The notion of a union wage premium is hard to define in heavily unionized economies or places where wage bargaining institutions extend union-negotiated contracts well beyond the organized sector. An admittedly extreme example is France, with 2012 union density at approximately 8% but with near-universal union coverage; the United States in 2012 saw 11% density but only 12% coverage (Visser 2015). The literature on the union wage premium has therefore focused on Anglo-Saxon economies, especially the United States, where the gap between membership and coverage is small.

Since Freeman & Medoff’s (1984) pioneering use of micro-level data, most studies of the union wage premium compare the wages of unionized and nonunionized workers after using regression to adjust for industry and location along with variables thought to predict unionization. The most recent contributions to this line of research return regression-adjusted private sector union wage premia on the order of 15–25% for men in the United States (Rosenfeld 2014). Consistent with Freeman & Medoff’s earlier findings, there remains substantial heterogeneity in the union wage gap across industries and regions. The union wage premium is lower among female workers and in states or industries where product markets are more competitive or less unionized. The union wage premium in the public sector has been harder to determine, but existing evidence suggests that the wage benefit for public sector unionization in the United States is smaller than in the private sector.

In addition to wage premia, unionized workers in the United States are also much more likely to be offered and take advantage of fringe benefits such as health insurance and defined-benefit
pensions, adding to the union/nonunion gap in overall compensation (Buchmueller et al. 2002, Rosenfeld 2014). Efforts to establish a union safety premium by looking at workplace injuries have turned up contradictory and unstable results (Donado 2013).

Constructing a well-specified counterfactual for the union wage premium is a challenge (Card 2001, Card et al. 2004, DiNardo & Lee 2004), not least because employers under threat of unionization might raise wages and benefits just enough to prevent their employees from joining up. In an influential paper, DiNardo & Lee (2004) take advantage of the American union recognition process, which often takes place via an employee vote, with the election administered by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). DiNardo & Lee use this voting procedure to produce a regression discontinuity (RD) design. Comparing manufacturing establishments where the union narrowly won recognition against establishments where the union narrowly lost, DiNardo & Lee find that unionization greatly increased the chances of a collectively bargained contract but showed no effect on average wages, employment, productivity, or establishment survival.

DiNardo & Lee’s findings run counter to both the older literature on unions’ effects and the fact that American employers go to great (and often illegal) lengths to prevent unionization (Bronfenbrenner 1994, Kleiner 2001). They note several limitations of their design that might help put this apparent contradiction in perspective. First, DiNardo & Lee’s findings are restricted to new unionization occurring during a period of union weakness and decline (1984–2000). Second, their indicator of unionization does not account for how much of an establishment’s workforce is actually covered by a particular union. Smaller or craft-based unions might represent only a small fraction of a firm’s workers whereas larger industrial unions may seek to represent all of them. Third, strong organizing drives may avoid the NLRB process altogether. NLRB elections near the win cut-off may involve unions that do not command enough bargaining power to effectively raise wages. Farber (2015) shows that, as unionization rates decline and organizing becomes more expensive, NLRB elections are less frequent, but those that do occur are more likely to be won by unions by greater margins.

DiNardo & Lee’s (2004) findings do not imply that unions are without consequences for the wage distribution within firms (Frandsen 2014). More problematic for the RD strategy, new research appears to show evidence of sorting (or, less generously, strategic interference in voting or counting) in the neighborhood of the election win threshold. Frandsen (2017) finds that unions are significantly more likely to lose close NLRB elections when the Board is controlled by Republican appointees, consistent with other work highlighting the politicization of the American union recognition process and the NLRB more generally (Moe 1985, Tope & Jacobs 2009). All this is cautionary for potential future applications of the NLRB election RD design to outcomes such as industrial accidents, workplace discrimination, or political activity.

Wage inequality. Arguably Freeman & Medoff’s (1984) most important finding was that American unions’ equalizing effects on the wage distribution outweighed the inequality-increasing union wage premium, leading to more compressed overall wage distributions in heavily unionized regions and industries. Rosenfeld (2014) and Western & Rosenfeld (2011) update those earlier findings and show that, once we condition on industry-region unionization, declining unionization accounts for approximately 30% of the 1973–2007 growth in private sector US wage inequality for men and approximately 20% for women. Card et al. (2004) find a similar association across the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada.

Brady et al. (2013) connect county-level working poverty rates in the United States with declining state-level unionization. Important as this finding is, problems with the research design imply more work remains. For example, Autor et al. (2016) review recent work showing that trade shocks in the form of low-cost Chinese imports after China’s World Trade Organization accession have
Unionization and inequality in (a) the upper and (b) lower halves of the gross wage distribution. All data points are country-years; lines are loess smoothers. Data sources: OECD (2016), Visser (2015).

Figure 1

important and long-lasting negative effects on local labor markets. These shocks could account for both union decline at the state level and rising working poverty at the county level, but this remains to be established.

Unionism is associated with a flatter overall wage distribution beyond the United States. Figure 1 plots union density against wage inequality for several rich and transition countries from 1980 to the present. Figure 1a displays the upper half of the wage distribution [the ratio of the 90th percentile (gross) wage to the median wage]; Figure 1b corresponds to the lower half (the ratio of the median to the 10th percentile wage). The relationship is clearly negative on a cross-national basis, with more compression in the bottom half of the wage distribution. The relationship appears to operate both across countries and within countries over time.

Several studies explore the relationships in Figure 1 using standard cross-national regressions (Wallerstein 1999, Bradley et al. 2001, Pontusson et al. 2002, Pontusson 2013). All look at rich democracies from the mid-1970s to the mid-1990s and find that union density is negatively associated with wage inequality even after conditioning on a variety of covariates as well as country and time effects. These studies also turn up consistent negative associations between centralized wage setting and wage inequality. Pontusson et al. (2002) find that unionization’s effects are strongest in the bottom half of the income distribution; Pontusson (2013) updates this conclusion, reporting that the within-country relationship between union density and wage inequality has weakened since the mid-1990s.
But is unionism’s relationship to a more compressed wage distribution causal? This is harder to answer. The widening wage gaps in rich countries have been at least partly attributed to skill-biased technological change (SBTC) and the corresponding increase in relative demand for more highly educated workers. Acemoglu et al. (2001) develop a widely cited model explicitly linking SBTC to both deunionization and increased wage inequality. In their telling, unions are coalitions of workers with differing skill levels. SBTC puts upward pressure on skilled workers’ relative wages. This pressure not only widens wage gaps in the nonunion sector but also undermines the political coalition between skilled and unskilled union members. If skilled workers’ outside options become too good, they will leave unionized employment or push to decentralize bargaining, undermining the union wage compression effect.

Another strand of thinking links both deunionization and rising inequality with globalization. Depending on who tells the story, globalization takes the form of increased North–South trade; capital mobility abetting outsourcing and employer resistance (Slaughter 2007); or increased flows of migrants (Briggs 2001, Lee 2005). The immigration–deunionization link is tenuous and contested (Milkman 2006). The first wave of empirical work found that various forms of globalization played, at best, a bit part in the widening wage distribution of the 1980–1990s (Freeman 1995, Bradley et al. 2001, Scruggs & Lange 2002). But aforementioned work looking at the effect of US–China trade on local US labor markets gives reason to revisit these earlier conclusions. It seems that China’s entry into the global economy, especially since 2000, has affected wages. Whether this extends to workers’ ability to build and sustain unions is a question for future research.

Unions and wage inequality by race, national origin, and gender. Three groups—racial minorities, immigrants, and women—have faced intense employment discrimination and wage penalties. Unions, by standardizing pay and working conditions, can dramatically curtail management’s ability to arbitrarily favor particular workers. Unionization should therefore reduce wage gaps between disadvantaged groups and everyone else—if disadvantaged workers have access to unions and union jobs. Unions, employers, and governments have a mixed record on this score.

For decades, American unions largely excluded women and African Americans while campaigning for immigration restrictions. Foundational legislation protecting unionization excluded professions with high concentrations of black workers (Katznelson 2005, Frymer 2008). But after World War II, American unions incorporated huge numbers of previously excluded workers. Rosenfeld & Kleykamp (2012), using Current Population Survey (CPS) data from the 1970s to the Great Recession, demonstrate that black workers, especially black women, were disproportionately represented in unionized jobs. This black/white unionization difference cannot be accounted for solely by positional variables (geography, industry, occupation), a finding Rosenfeld & Kleykamp interpret as evidence that disadvantaged workers actively sought the relative protection from discrimination that unions provided. They further show that the decline of private sector unionism has had disastrous consequences for racial economic equality. Rosenfeld & Kleykamp generate model-based counterfactuals in which the black/white wage gap among women would be approximately 30% lower had unionization remained at its 1970s levels.

Immigration may exacerbate inequality to the extent that immigrants take jobs for lower wages than native workers do. Immigration may also put pressure on existing unions, since immigrants may be harder to organize owing to linguistic or cultural differences. For these reasons—along with simple prejudice—unions in immigrant-receiving countries, mainly Australia, Canada, and the United States, opposed immigration for several decades. Rosenfeld & Kleykamp (2009) use CPS data to look at the most recent wave of Hispanic immigration and find that Hispanics continue to join unions. They find that Hispanic unionization rates, unlike those for African Americans, can largely be explained by positional factors. Many American unions have recognized that organizing
immigrants is crucial to their survival (Milkman 2006), but immigrants’ more precarious job status has made union gains harder to consolidate through the Great Recession (Catron 2013).

Gorodzeisky & Richards (2013), in one of the few comprehensive papers on unions and immigrants in Europe, use four rounds of the European Social Survey (ESS) over 2002–2008 and find that noncitizens are less likely to be unionized across 14 rich European countries, but cross-country heterogeneity is stark. Countries where unions receive state support have more segmented labor markets and are particularly poor at incorporating migrants into the labor movement. Countries operating under the Ghent system (in which unions administer unemployment insurance) see both higher levels of unionization and greater incorporation of migrants. Large-scale South–South economic migration is a relatively recent phenomenon, and we lack data on both migrants and their labor market experiences.

The situation for female workers is more complicated. The gendering of employment and the expectation that women would leave the labor force after marriage have long limited women’s access to unionized parts of the economy (Iversen & Rosenbluth 2011). In some countries union bargaining objectives, norms of fairness, and public policy were predicated on an assumed single-earner household. But standardized terms of employment and promotion along with an expanded public sector may attract more women into union jobs. The effect of unionization on wage inequality between men and women is therefore ambiguous. Union density in rich democracies shows no association with the gap between median male and female wages. However, in the United States and United Kingdom, the gender wage gap narrowed at the same time unionization fell.

**Unions and top incomes.** Union-related pay compression extends well beyond blue-collar production workers. Union wage increases can reduce rents to management and capital owners. The process of negotiating with unions can make executive pay more visible and salient to other workers and the press. Higher executive pay may serve as a signal that the firm is doing well and capable of paying higher wages, inducing unionized firms to restrain executive compensation growth. In some countries, workers are legally entitled to representation on corporate boards, enabling unions to have a direct say in executive pay. Union-controlled pension funds might likewise exert pressure restraining executive compensation. Unions’ political activities may lead to higher income tax rates that discourage very high pay (Piketty et al. 2014).

Piketty (2014), in the most famous treatment of top income and wealth shares, attaches little explicit importance to unions. Nevertheless, early empirical work (DiNardo et al. 2000) using cross-sectional data sets in the United States turned up a negative relationship between unionization and both the number of managers employed and the cash pay, i.e., excluding stock and other compensation, of managers and Chief Executive Officers (CEOs). Rosenfeld (2006b) uses CPS individual-level data to show that industry-region unionization is associated with reduced pay gaps between the median worker and median managers; this compression effect has grown weaker as unionization has declined. Shin (2014) connects industry-level unionization to lower relative pay to the top managers. Both studies rely on regional or industrial aggregations to assess unionization and, as such, are limited in what they tell us about unions in any particular firm. Gomez & Tzioumis (2013) have assembled the first panel of firm-level data on executive compensation and unionization in the United States. They find that unionization is associated with reduced compensation for top management on the order of 12%, coming in the form of reduced stock-based compensation in unionized firms. They also examine cross-firm executive pay and attempt to account for the possibility that unions might organize more profitable firms. Their instrument—union density of the state where the firms’ headquarters are located—could be questioned, but their basic finding that unions reduce executive compensation remains.
CEOs of American firms are consistently paid more than CEOs in other countries, both in absolute terms and relative to average worker pay (Murphy 1999). Fernandes et al. (2013) have produced the most detailed cross-national executive compensation data set to date. They continue to find that US-based executives in publicly listed firms receive more of their compensation packages in equity and are paid more than CEOs elsewhere, although their estimate of this gap is much smaller than previous findings. This data set has yet to be linked to unionization at either the national or firm level.

Unions’ actions can also have indirect consequences for higher incomes. Unionization and, especially, strikes can affect stock market values and hence executive pay and capital incomes (Abowd 1989, DiNardo & Hallock 2002, Lee & Mas 2012). As strikes have become increasingly rare, this effect is plausibly diminished (Rosenfeld 2006a, 2014). Agrawal (2012) and Ertimur et al. (2011) present evidence that AFL-CIO (American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations) affiliated union pension funds are particularly activist in opposing management positions in shareholder proxy votes, especially around compensation. Other indirect effects, such as whether unionized bargaining leads to greater media attention to executive pay, have gone largely unstudied.

In aggregate, union density is negatively correlated with top income shares cross-nationally (Scheve & Stasavage 2009, Huber et al. 2015) and in the United States (Volscho & Kelly 2012), even after conditioning on a variety of covariates. At the subnational level, however, the relationship differs. In the United States, where we have data on both union density (Hirsch & Macpherson 2003) and top income shares ( Alvaredo et al. 2016) at the state level going back several decades, there is a strong longitudinal component; states in the 1960s had both higher unionization and lower top income shares than states in the 2000s. But across states unionization and top income shares are only weakly related, and the sign of this correlation actually switches over time; New York and Connecticut are among the most heavily unionized states, but they were also the most unequal by the late 1990s. Moller et al. (2009) turns up a similar finding from looking at county-level household income inequality.

The timing and magnitude of deunionization relative to growth in top income shares likewise varies. In some countries, such as Australia and Germany, deunionization preceded or coincided with growing top income shares. But American deunionization had been occurring more-or-less continuously for 25 years before top incomes began their steady climb. UK top income shares started increasing before unionization began to fall, and in the Netherlands a decrease in inequality preceded a decline in union density. In Denmark and France there has been very little change in top income shares despite declining union membership. Both the subnational experience in the United States and the wide variation across countries belies a simple causal connection between deunionization and growing inequality at the top. But the timing and magnitude differences across countries also make it unlikely that there is a simple overarching explanation (such as SBTC) that explains what we see in the data. National-level differences in institutions or policy are prime suspects.

**Compression and the importance of institutions.** Unionized firms pay relatively more for low-wage workers and, perhaps, a higher overall wage bill. We might then expect that unionization would reduce the employment of low-wage workers and perhaps lower employment overall. At the micro level, Freeman & Medoff (1984) argue that this need not be the case. To the extent unions reduce labor turnover, improve communication, reduce the employment of managers, and encourage training, they may be productivity enhancing. Data from the United States provides some evidence that unionized firms are less profitable and invest less in research and development.
while productivity differences are minimal (see Addison 2005 for a review). Again, there is variation in these estimates across industries, and their causal status is questionable.

At the macro level, two institutions—wage bargaining coordination and union contract extension—interact with unionization in determining how much and at what cost unionism compresses the income distribution. If unions are organized and bargain at the enterprise level, then each union, representing a narrow slice of the workforce, fails to incorporate the costs of its wage settlement for other workers. High levels of unionization and decentralized bargaining can lead to higher unemployment and inflation along with extensive strike activity, presenting a collective action problem. In open economies, the wage pressure from unions in the nontradable sector can impair the international competitiveness of the tradeable sector (Swenson 1991). If unions and firms were to bargain at the industry or sector level, then unions might better internalize the costs of their wage settlements, ideally leading to moderation, more egalitarian wage outcomes, and lower unemployment and inflation.

A significant theoretical and empirical literature investigates bargaining centralization and coordination. Notwithstanding some nuance, the literature generally finds that greater bargaining coordination is associated with both greater wage compression and better unemployment outcomes but that this relationship has weakened since the 1990s (see Driffill 2006 for a review). Inflation, on the other hand, is largely determined by the central bank’s monetary stance. Where an anti-inflation stance is credible, wage bargainers can factor this into their settlements ex ante (Iversen 1999).

The union coverage wedge—the difference between the union density rate and the proportion of workers covered by union-negotiated contracts—is also consequential. In some countries, notably France, Portugal, and Spain, the wedge is considerable, and union presence in the economy is unequally distributed across firms and sectors. In such situations union bargaining settlements, coordinated or otherwise, may represent the interests of only a few labor market insiders in larger firms who may fail to incorporate the costs of their settlements for workers in other situations. Extending these agreements across the economy may yield a more compressed wage distribution and limit growth in top income shares but at the cost of higher unemployment (Saint-Paul 2004, Aidt & Tzannatos 2008).

Attempts to establish causal relationships between wage bargaining institutions and the pretax income distribution are hamstrung by the paucity of cases and possible endogeneity both over time and across space. Bargaining coordination and wage moderation have distributional consequences within the labor movement and across firms (Wallerstein 1990). Engaging in coordinated bargaining requires unions and employer groups to have the organizational capacity to manage such conflict (Ahlquist 2010a, Baccaro & Simoni 2010). How does this come about? Taking a longer view, Iversen & Soskice (2009) and Thelen (2004) trace historical antecedents to the nineteenth century. Other work, both theoretical and empirical, shows that denser unionization and more coordinated wage bargaining emerged in places that were already more equal (Lee & Roemer 2005, Scheve & Stasavage 2009, Ahlquist 2010a, Beramendi & Rueda 2014). So although it seems clear that unionism’s effects on economic inequality are refracted through wage bargaining institutions, it also appears that these same institutions are themselves connected to the distribution of economic resources in earlier periods. Coordinated bargaining arrangements in several countries began unraveling at around the same time income disparities began growing, raising the possibility of reverse causation. Acemoglu et al. (2012) present a model in which one country’s wage bargaining institutions and welfare state generosity are endogenous to choices made elsewhere. Whether the unequal American economy subsidizes Swedish egalitarianism remains to be established, but research designs that assume countries are conditionally independent are unlikely to resolve the issue.
Unions and inequality in the rest of the world. It is not obvious that unions’ inequality-reducing effects in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) should generalize more broadly. Traditional unions in developing countries tend to concentrate in formal-sector manufacturing and mining, the public sector, and state-owned enterprises, all of which tend to be bigger and pay better than agricultural, service, and informal enterprises. Unionization in such a context may actually exacerbate insider/outsider divisions in the labor market, dwarfing whatever equalizing role unions play in the firms and sectors where they are present. Existing research (reviewed by Freeman 2009) largely consists of country studies, sometimes relying on small, unrepresentative samples of workers and firms. Latin America, especially Mexico (Fairris 2003), has received the bulk of scholarly attention. Across studies, the union sector is frequently (but not always) associated with wage premia and lower wage dispersion compared to similar nonunion workers. Existing studies do not describe the relationship between unionization and the overall distribution of income.

Given the paucity of comparable longitudinal data on both unionization and the income distribution for countries outside the OECD, scholars have turned to other indicators, most notably collective rights—the de jure extent of workers’ rights and violations in practice (Mosley & Uno 2007). Work in this vein turns up, above all, heterogeneity. Christensen & Wibbels (2014) find a positive relationship between inequality and more extensive collective labor rights among labor-abundant developing countries and the opposite among the labor scarce. Kerrissey (2015) turns up substantial regional heterogeneity using a different inequality data set and modeling strategy, pooling rich and developing countries. No work has yet been done looking at unionization or collective labor rights and top income shares in developing countries.

Redistribution
Unions have long been connected to redistributive politics and the rise of the modern welfare state. Studying redistribution requires data on both the market and disposable income distributions; earlier generations of scholars used imperfect proxies such as tax rates, government budgets, and labor market regulation. The Luxembourg Income Study harmonized micro-level data across countries, enabling the systematic study of redistribution, albeit for a relatively limited number of initial cases extending only as far back as the 1970s. Kenworthy & Pontusson (2005) show that redistribution, as measured by the difference between pre- and post-tax Ginis, has increased as pre-tax inequality has expanded almost everywhere. On a percentage reduction basis, however, more equal industrial democracies redistribute more.

First-generation economic theories of redistribution predict that democracies that are more unequal (prior to taxes and transfer payments) will redistribute more. The data clearly contradict this prediction, opening room for political agents that affect both the distribution of market income and the behavior of governments. The two main theoretical contenders here, power resources theory (Korpi 1983) and the class-compromise models (Iversen & Soskice 2006), have important political roles for unions. Bradley et al. (2001) and Iversen & Soskice (2006) take advantage of the Luxembourg Income Study data to develop cross-national regression studies of redistribution, finding that union density is positively associated with redistribution between the 1970s and late 1990s among OECD democracies. Pontusson (2013) extends the time frame up through 2010. Similar to his findings on wage inequality, Pontusson shows that the positive correlation between redistribution and unionization in the OECD has diminished since 1995. Building on arguments about insider/outsider politics (Rueda 2005, Iversen & Soskice 2015a), Pontusson conjectures that the changing composition of union movements has led to diminished solidarity in wage bargaining.
and a shift in unions’ political priorities away from broadly redistributive policies toward protecting labor market insiders.

**UNIONS AND POLITICAL INEQUALITY**

The relationship between unionization and redistribution presents a *prima facie* case that unions influence politics in ways that lead to reduced economic disparities. This is not a new realization. Labor unions have long been viewed as one of the few vehicles through which working- and lower-class citizens can wield some degree of political power (Lipset 1983). Unions figure prominently in major studies of American voter engagement and participation (Scholzman et al. 2012). As a simple descriptive matter, the rich and professional classes are vastly overrepresented among the American political elite (Carnes 2013). Union activities might equalize political representation in a number of ways.

Unions lobby legislators and marshal campaign contributions, activities generally reserved for the rich. Erikson (2015) highlights how differential rates of voting and political knowledge across income strata translate into differential rates of influence over policy, with lower-income citizens less influential. Unions provide intense social experiences that may transform workers into voters and more engaged citizens. Through hiring halls, team-based work, meetings, and social functions, unions enhance communication networks among members. Unions mount protests and strikes aimed at firms, governments, or even international organizations. They endorse candidates and policies and mount get-out-the-vote campaigns. Union members even tend to live in the same neighborhoods, especially when their work or dispatch sites are geographically concentrated (Ahlquist & Levi 2013).

Unions provide both job-based and political training. Members actively recruit one another into official union positions and electoral politics. In some countries, unions directly affiliate with political parties as part of a labor movement with reinforcing political and industrial segments. All these actions routinely pull workers into the political process, often in ways that systematically benefit parties of the Left and in support of redistributive policies. But there is also concern that declining unionization and changing union membership (older and more public sector workers) may reduce the power of unions’ mobilizing efforts and dilute the labor movement’s pro-redistributive message.

The academic literature on unions in politics, like other union-related scholarship, tends to emphasize rich democracies. The United States is particularly interesting because unionization is determined at a decentralized level. Once recognized, US unions do not compete among themselves to represent the same workers in the same establishment, as happens in some European countries. American workers end up in a particular union for reasons that are almost entirely job-related, alleviating most concerns of self-selection and sorting based on political views.

**Information, Beliefs, and Preferences**

Might exposure to a union alter members’ political attitudes? How? One obvious channel is information. Some unions expend significant resources on outreach, education, and training. Iversen & Soskice (2015b) use cross-national survey data to show that union members are more politically knowledgeable, engage in more political discussion, and tend to lean left. But beyond simply disseminating information, unions are important because they regularly call on members, who may only be there because of a job, to act jointly on a political issue. Being asked to contribute can reveal members’ latent or unexplored taste for political engagement, especially since many union members may come from backgrounds that do not encourage active political participation.
Ahlquist & Levi (2013, p. 183) argue that “many individuals either have ill-formed preferences or have not been presented with the opportunity to act in ways consistent with their political commitments. Presenting members with an organized opportunity to act jointly and coherently forces them to solidify their preferences and presents them with information about their own efficacy.” Union engagement may help citizens learn not only about issues but also about themselves.

Labor histories are replete with unionists’ stories recounting the transformational effect their unions had not just on material situations but also on political views. Evidence beyond narrative accounts suggests that union exposure can alter members’ political attitudes. But there is heterogeneity in both the strength of this effect and the domains in which it operates. Ahlquist & Levi (2013) and Ahlquist et al. (2014) look at unionization effects on voters’ attitudes toward international trade liberalization in one American union, the International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU). Using matching techniques, Ahlquist et al. show that union exposure makes members less supportive of trade liberalization, especially the North American Free Trade Agreement, than otherwise similar nonmembers, even in a context where these workers have benefited from increased trade. Kim & Margalit (2017) find substantial heterogeneity in the union effect on trade policy preferences across industries and unions; unions that communicated more intensely with their members about trade show a bigger union effect. Looking specifically at the United Auto Workers (UAW), they show that when the UAW reversed its position on the Korea–US free trade deal, so too did the members; nonmembers who worked in the auto industry showed no such opinion change. Mosimann & Pontusson (2016) connect individual-level unionization with preferences for redistribution across several waves of the ESS. They find the biggest union effect among high-income union members.

Work to date shows that there is no one union effect on members’ political attitudes but rather various union effects. Different unions emphasize different policy areas and ask more or less of their members; these differences may operate at the branch or local level within the same union (Ahlquist & Levi 2013). Further research is needed to determine the stability and generalizability of these findings and weigh union effects against other competing demands on workers’ material and cognitive resources (Clark & Masters 2001).

Mobilization

Strikes and protest. Strikes and protest activity are unions’ most disruptive tactics. Industrial strikes can influence the income distribution directly, both by affecting firms’ profits and, possibly, raising wages (Rosenfeld 2006a). But as unionization has declined across the industrialized world, so too have strikes. In the United States, not only are strikes rare but the link between strikes and increased pay has disappeared as more strikes have occurred in the context of concessionary bargaining (Rosenfeld 2006a, 2014).

Employers are not the only audience for strikes. There is some evidence that large-scale political strikes in OECD countries have increased in recent years (Hamann et al. 2012), especially around issues of employment protection, pensions, and welfare state retrenchment. Lindvall (2013) estimates a quadratic relationship between union density and political strikes, arguing that where workers are either very weak or very strong they cannot or need not engage in political strikes to show strength. Both Ahlquist & Levi (2013) and Kimeldorf (1988) document important differences in political mobilization and orientation among unions in the same country, industry, and time period.

Union protest and strike activity are even more closely related to politics in the developing world, but in complicated ways. Strikes in post-Soviet Russia seem largely driven by elite conflict among regional governors and the central administration (Robertson 2007). In countries where
unions maintain strong partisan connections, union strike and protest militancy depends on who is in power. Unions tend to be militant when their opponents are in power but quiescent in the face of reforms when their allies control the government (Teitelbaum 2010, Robertson 2004). Where partisan-allied unions must compete with one another for members, it becomes harder to moderate union behavior and coordinate on a political agenda. In such circumstances, high levels of union protest tend to emerge, especially during times of economic reform (Murillo 2001, Robertson 2004). But this protest may serve to undermine the union movement by showing politicians that the movement is divided and weak (Murillo 2001). Ultimately, the extent to which strikes affect firms’ decisions or government policy is a wide open area for research.

**Political training.** Unions routinely conduct meetings and ask members to vote for union officers and contracts. Involvement in strikes and protest can transmit valuable political repertoires enabling participants to be more politically effective (McAdam et al. 2001). Union officers, drawn from the membership, often become important members of local communities and sometimes move into elected or appointed government positions. Sojourner (2013) finds that occupations with higher state-level unionization rates are represented with greater relative frequency among American state legislators. Carnes (2013) links declining unionization to a reduced number of American legislators with working-class backgrounds. Where unions are organizationally tied to political parties, becoming a union officer is a common pathway to a political career.

Research suggests that although unions can be “schools for democracy” (Terriquez 2011), this effect is not uniform across or even within unions. Unions with a more “social movement” orientation tend to have more democratic internal governance, invest more in developing members’ political and organizational skills, have ties to left-wing politics, and ask more of members than simple dues paying (Voss & Sherman 2000, Stepan-Norris & Zeitlin 2002). Terriquez (2011) documents how membership in a Los Angeles janitors’ union led immigrant parents to more critical involvement in their children’s schools. Importantly, however, this effect was limited to active members who worked in large buildings that were frequently contacted by union activists. Ahlquist & Levi (2013) show that members of dockworkers’ unions in two countries link their subsequent political activity to their early union education. Both these unions had long histories of participatory internal democracy, left-wing political commitments, and outreach efforts including frequent meetings, union newspapers, and even award-winning film units. Ahlquist & Levi turned up no such evidence of rank-and-file outreach or political training in the “business union” Teamsters or the corrupt, racket-ridden International Longshoremen’s Association.

**Voter turnout.** Unions manage to mobilize people not just in the streets but also in the voting booth, as demonstrated in a substantial literature documenting the union vote premium—the extent to which union members’ turnout rate exceeds that of nonmembers. Higher voter turnout has long been associated with more redistribution.

Radcliff & Davis (2000) show that higher levels of union density are associated with higher turnout, both cross-nationally and across American states. Leighley & Nagler (2007) analyze multiple waves of the American National Election Studies (ANES) and find that unionization boosts turnout most among lower-income groups in midterm elections. Flavin & Radcliff (2011) look at individual data cross-nationally using the International Social Survey Programme and find a consistent union vote premium as well as evidence for spillover to nonunion voters. Flavin (2017) shows that American states with higher levels of union membership show a closer congruence between the liberalism of lower-income survey respondents and the liberalism of state policy; no such relationship appears when Flavin looks at campaign contributions, suggesting that unions’ effects work largely through their ability to mobilize members.
Rosenfeld (2010, 2014) looks at US national elections from 1984 to 2006 using CPS and ANES data. He makes two notable contributions. First, he breaks out union membership by sector. Noting that public sector workers (and union members) tend to be more educated than average, and the more educated are already more likely to vote, he identifies a significant difference between public and private sector union vote premia. He finds that unionized public sector workers turn out to vote in national elections at a rate approximately 2% higher than that of nonunion public sector workers once observable covariates have been incorporated. The same comparison in the private sector yields about a 7% union vote premium. The sector-based difference may help explain why the US union vote premium appears to have declined. It also implies that public sector unionism may not be as strong a force for equalizing political voice across income and class gradients.

Notwithstanding the important sectoral differences Rosenfeld identifies, he (and others) only considers voter turnout for US national elections. Moe (2011), in his study of US teachers’ unions, presents data showing that unionized teachers in Southern California are much more likely than the population average to turn out for off-cycle local elections, which tend to be low-information elections with very low overall turnout. Flavin & Hartney (2015) also look at teachers and highlight how policy can itself affect unionization. Using cross-state variation in the existence and timing of mandatory public sector collective bargaining rules, they find that teachers—even nonunion members—in states with mandatory collective bargaining are significantly more politically active. Aniza (2011) and Berry & Gersen (2011) look at the effects of off- versus on-cycle elections for outcomes such as teacher pay. Both papers find a pay premium of approximately 3% for teachers where school board elections were held off cycle. So while it may be that public sector union engagement has minimal effect on members’ turnout in national elections, consequences for lower-level government could still be substantial in decentralized systems such as the United States.

Rosenfeld (2014) echoes Leighley & Nagler’s (2007) finding that union vote premia vary across the population. But instead of looking at income, Rosenfeld compares private sector union vote premia across education strata. He finds that the union vote premium is largest (approximately 11%) among those without a high school diploma, declining to 4% among those with a college degree. Kerrissey & Schofer (2013), although not distinguishing between public and private sectors, find a similar pattern: The strongest association between union membership and political participation is found among lower-SES individuals. Private sector unionism is strongly associated with increased participation among those least likely to participate otherwise.

Bryson et al. (2014) uses the ESS to document union vote premia across 29 countries. By examining how estimated union vote premia change after conditioning on income, they also interrogate the three possible channels through which the union effect may flow. Union membership remains a strong predictor of voter turnout even after conditioning on income, but the vote premium is smaller, implying that some of the union turnout effect works through increasing members’ incomes. Bryson et al. also find that former union members continue to vote and participate in politics at higher rates than “never members,” consistent with habituation or socialization in the union. But this premium is smaller than for current union members, implying that social pressure within the union is also a channel. The heterogeneity across unions and institutional contexts means there is plenty of room for additional work here.

There are two notable weaknesses in existing work on unions and the union vote premium. First, although we have robust regression-controlled comparisons yielding consistent estimates in the neighborhood of 5–10%, the literature has not yet settled on a clearly defined counterfactual scenario of interest. Some possibilities include:

1. What is the effect on an individual’s decision to vote if the establishment where she works becomes unionized?
2. What is the effect on the turnout decision of one member of a household if another household member takes a union job?
3. What is the effect of an additional year as a union member on an individual’s decision to vote?
4. What is the effect on overall turnout of a change in the level of unionization?

Each is an important question with different underlying causal mechanisms highlighting the fact that unions’ political activities likely affect the voting decisions of both union members and nonmembers. Research design challenges are nontrivial. For example, at the macro level, declining unionization is associated with greater economic inequality, which is, in turn, linked to reduced turnout in the lower half of the income distribution (Iversen & Soskice 2015b). But this relationship appears conditional on electoral institutions and the structure of the party system (Anderson & Beramendi 2012), which may itself be a (complicated) function of historical levels of union strength (Huber & Stephens 2001).

Second, all the work linking union membership and turnout relies on survey respondent self-reports. It is well known that more educated, higher-income, more partisan, and more politically engaged survey respondents are more likely to overreport having voted, which can lead to erroneous descriptions of the electorate (Karp & Brockington 2005, Ansolabehere & Hersh 2012). Given findings connecting union membership to political knowledge, engagement, and norms of participation, it seems plausible that the reported union turnout effect could be overstated, perhaps significantly so. Resolution of this issue awaits further research and micro-level data linking validated voting to union membership (ideally, also validated).

**Parties and Policies**

Unions almost always have some sort of alliance with political parties. These linkages vary and interact with electoral institutions in ways that can affect both the content and implementation of public policy. Where the extension of the franchise to the (male) working class predated industrialization, then unions generally developed independently of political parties (Lipset 1983). Before the Great Depression, the American labor movement maintained a studied distance from partisan politics. But the union-enabling legislation in the New Deal laid the foundation for an important alliance between many unions and the Democratic Party. Union voters still tend to skew Democratic (Rosenfeld 2014). But union–party linkages in the United States have mostly taken the form of lobbying, campaign contributions, and partisan voter turnout efforts (Burns et al. 2000). Ever since the Taft–Hartley Act, American unions have been more successful in lobbying for broad-based labor market policy than in securing legislation directly beneficial to unions and union organizing (Freeman & Medoff 1984). As unionization rates have declined, unions’ legislative success rate at the federal level has also waned, culminating in the stinging 2009 defeat of the Employee Free Choice Act despite Democratic control of the House, the presidency, and a supermajority in the Senate.

Where movements for democracy happened alongside or after industrialization, we see parties and unions intimately connected, with one providing funding for the other and often sharing offices, officers, and coordinated industrial and political strategy. In some countries, especially those operating under mixed and proportional electoral systems with decentralized bargaining, this has led to fragmented union movements with different, competing unions affiliated with different political parties. In other countries, notably Mexico, government-sponsored unions are integral parts of clientelist mobilization networks (Larreguy et al. 2014).

The self-reinforcing strength of the political left and organized labor is of long-standing interest for students of the welfare state. Power resources theory holds that working-class
movements, primarily unions, mobilized voters into Labor and Social Democratic parties that then implemented industrial relations policies benefiting unions, as well as redistributive and social insurance policies benefiting those in the bottom half of the income distribution. Other models emphasize the importance of electoral institutions in generating leftist government (Iversen & Soskice 2006). Pontusson & Rueda (2010) use a series of cross-national regressions to examine Left party platforms in ten developed democracies from the late 1960s to the turn of the twentieth century. They find not only that more heavily unionized countries have more leftist Left parties but also that voter turnout—itsel linked to unionization—interacts with growing inequality to pull the Left further in that direction. Declining unionization and parties' willingness to adopt pro-worker platforms are therefore linked directly (via unions' effects on the parties), indirectly (via unions' ability to mobilize voters in the bottom half of the distribution), and tangentially (via unions' effects on the pretax income distribution).

Unions are sometimes directly integrated into policy making. The most developed instances are the bi- and tripartite policy bodies found in the highly unionized and coordinated northern European countries. Policy making is explicitly consultative across a number of specific though limited domains, including employment protections and labor market policies, taxation, pensions, and training. In some instances, union federations must assent to policy changes.

In the absence of such bodies, unions have still been party to major reform initiatives surrounding macroeconomic crisis adjustment (Avdagic et al. 2011). The most visible such events are social pacts: formal, written, time-bound, and publicly announced agreements between unions, governments, and possibly employers, in which “labor unions pull their punches in wage negotiation or assent to changes in labor market regulations in exchange for social spending, taxation, or other policies they prefer” (Ahlquist 2010b, p. 573). Pacts are closely linked to the electoral needs of center-Left parties and unions' abilities to credibly commit to working with government. For example, in the early 1980s, both Australia and New Zealand struggled to deal with major structural and balance-of-payments crises. Ahlquist (2011) shows that long-term connections between the Labo(u)r parties and the major union associations explain why a pact was sustainable in Australia but not in New Zealand. Ultimately, adjustment costs were shared more equitably in Australia; growth in Australian income inequality was relatively muted.

Beyond their role as public sector employers, governments are sometimes involved in wage setting. The most obvious cases are minimum wage laws, which have been linked to lower inequality (Lee 1999, Autor & Smith 2016). Unions have frequently—but not always—supported minimum wages. The German trade union movement long opposed a government-set minimum wage, preferring to bargain and set wage floors in each sector. But declining union density, increased use of temporary employment contracts, and increased immigration limited the extent to which collectively bargained wages reached the bottom of the distribution. The major German unions changed their position decisively in 2011, and Germany introduced its first federal minimum wage in 2015.

Unions and other worker representation bodies can also play roles in implementing or enforcing inequality-reducing policies. Union presence seems to improve the enforcement of minimum wage laws and other labor market standards in the United States (Weil 1999, Fine & Gordon 2010). In the developing world, the presence of independent worker organizations appears to improve labor standards in parts of international supply chains (Berliner et al. 2015).

**Democracy**

What about democracy? Important theories of democratization put economic distributive conflict and inequality front-and-center; democracy is generally viewed as more redistributive and better
for poor and working-class citizens than authoritarian alternatives. In the West, unions have been associated with the long march of democratization over the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Collier 1999). South African unions and their federation played important roles in the transition from Apartheid (Wood 2000). Unions can be central to civil society networks pushing for democratic opening and better governance (Lee 2007).

But strikes and union alliances are almost never sufficient to induce a regime transition on their own. Unions, even if successful at mobilizing workers under authoritarian systems or as voters, are not always prodemocratic elements (Valenzuela 1989, Levitsky & Mainwaring 2006). Unions deeply incorporated into populist or Marxist parties can end up inhibiting democratization, even when independent labor organizations are pushing in the opposite direction (Levitsky 2001). Union leaders, when insulated from rank-and-file pressure, can become co-opted by parties or even criminal elements. Whether unions are part of pro- or antidemocratic coalitions can vary across cases and across unions within a country, depending on the instrumental benefits offered to union leaders and members as well as the expected outcomes under different regime types.

Unions are demonstrably political organizations. On balance, unions have significant equalizing effects both in terms of political representation and policy output. But the manner and extent of unions’ political integration and their success at influencing policy varies substantially over time and across countries. Unsurprisingly, the strength of unions’ political influence appears to be waning as union membership declines. Important work remains to determine whether unions’ political resources are shifting toward efforts defending the privileges of labor market insiders at the expense of broader redistributive concerns.

CONCLUSION

Labor unions are associated with more compressed distributions of wages and incomes, both before and after government taxes and spending. In their industrial and collective bargaining activities, unions have been able to raise wages and compress the overall income distribution, including slowing the relative growth in top incomes. But wage bargaining institutions condition how effective these efforts might be. In the face of changing technology and competition from low-wage parts of the world, it appears unions’ strong compression effects on pretax incomes may be waning. The erosion of unionization and the changing composition of union membership is putting pressure on bargaining solidarity as well as unions’ ability to deliver outcomes beneficial to low-paid workers and labor market outsiders.

Much of the connection between unions and the distribution of economic resources occurs through political channels. There is extensive evidence, both macro and micro, linking union membership to increased political knowledge, interest, and turnout as well as other forms of participation. Union members vote systematically to the Left of similar nonunion counterparts. This is not just a matter of self-selection; union engagement appears to change some members’ beliefs about both politics and personal political efficacy. Unions’ alliances with political parties have also provided avenues into the policy-making process, whether through candidate recruitment, party platforms, lobbying and contributions, or explicit policy bargains. In authoritarian contexts, independent unions become inherently political, since direct collective bargaining and striking also challenge state control. With varying levels of effectiveness and durability, unions’ political activities appear to generate policies tending to equalize the distribution of income.

There is tremendous heterogeneity across individual unions, sectors, states, countries, and time periods. Unions vary in organizational attributes and institutional environments in ways that affect their bargaining and strike behavior as well as political stances. They vary in the weight they place on political activity relative to industrial relations and the extent to which they engage and make
demands of their members. Sectoral differences affect both member demographics and unions’ tools and incentives as they make demands.

Unionization is part of a complicated web of associations and plausible causal relationships operating endogenously and dynamically. Union activity influences parties and policy, but policy and institutions also affect unionization rates, the forms unions take, and the degree to which they affect the income distribution. External shocks and structural changes are important, but they too are refracted through existing institutions. The policy choices and economic outcomes in one country have consequences for those in others. And, of course, history matters.

Among OECD democracies, we have too many explanations chasing too few data points that are themselves interdependent in both time and space. Perhaps we will discover a convincing instrument for unionization. More likely is that research designs explicitly taking advantage of heterogeneity in context and population will incrementally provide pieces to the puzzle. Such designs might take advantage of large-scale shocks (such as British exit from the European Union, should it come to pass) or more micro events (such as deaths of union leaders or heads of state). Crucial to improved understanding will be our ability to build and sustain better administrative data, especially in the United States and many developing countries.
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